saveOne™ patented Electronic Ballast for Circular Fluorescent Lamps…one switch to saving….
saveOne™ ballast is uniquely developed for up to 40W fluorescent circular lamps ranging from T4 to T12.
It can also be used for Halogen or Tri-phosphor coated fluorescent lamps. It is patented with a light weight
feature designed to be able to be held onto circular fluorescent lamp fittings without any mechanical fastener.
This cuts down installation and replacement time. It has also complied with the safety requirements of
Singapore Standard SS490: Part 2:3:2002 (and IEC 61347-2-3:2000), used together with SS490 Part 1:2001
(and IEC 61347-1:2000)
Benefits :
- Soft instant start
- Lower heat generated
- Easy to install

- No starter required
- Non-flickering
- Prolong lamp life

- Better brightness
- Use only 0.125A
- Safety Mark 101427-11

Type of Ballasts
Input &
Frequency
Lamp Wattage
Amperes
Power Factor

Using magnetic ballast
- Messy and use more than 40W of
energy powering a 40W lamp

saveOne™ – Easy to install
- Instant start. No need starter.
- Generates lesser heat

saveOne™
Electronic Ballast
(EBCFL-001)

Magnetic
Ballast

220~240V 50/60 Hz

230V 50Hz

40W

40W

0.125A

0.430A

0.96

0.40 to 0.50

saveOne™
saveOne™ – Powering 40W lamp
- use only 27W electricity
& save 32% of energy

Safety : Switch off the power before doing any installation with saveOne™ ballasts
Installing saveOne™ Circular Lamp Electronic Ballast
1. Install the lamp fitting with the circular fluorescent lamp onto the ceiling.
2. Connect the 2 wires of the saveOne™ ballast to a 2-way connector and then connect the Live and Neutral
wires of the power supply coming from the ceiling with this connector
3. Connect the earth wire onto the lamp fitting plate.
4. Then, connect the saveOne™ electronic ballast direct onto the 4-pins connection of the lamp
5. The ballast is now ready to power up the lamp. Starter is not required.
Replacing an exiting magnetic ballast with saveOne™ Electronic Ballast
1. Remove exiting starter from the lamp fitting, and Live and Neutral wires from the existing ballast.
2. Connect the 2 wires of the saveOneTM ballast to a 2 way connector and then connect the Live and Neutral
wires of the power supply coming from the ceiling with this connector.
3. You may leave the earth wire and existing ballast as it is, as the earth wire is normally fastened beneath
the ballast.
4. Connect saveOneTM electronic ballast onto the circular lamp, and its ready to power up the lamp.
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saveOneTM Straight Lamp Ballast is developed for up to 4-feet of 36W fluorescent lamp from T4-T12 tube. It
can also be used for PLL lamps and its light weight design enabled easy installation without any mechanical
fastener. This cuts down installation and replacement time. saveOneTM straight Lamp Ballast has also
complied with the safety requirements of Singapore Standard SS490: Part 2:3:2002 (and IEC 61347-2-3:2000),
used together with SS490 Part 1:2001 (and IEC 61347-1:2000)
Benefits :
- Affordable
- Soft instant start
- No starter required
- Better brightness - Lower heat generated - Non-flickering
- Use lower current - Prolong lamp life
- Safety Mark 101427-11

T4 to T12
Straight Lamp
36W

Type of Lamps
saveOneTM Ballast Type
Power Consumption
Power Factor
Amperes

PLL Lamp
36W

55W

36W~40W

24~32W

36~40W

25~26W

25~26W

31~32W

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.125A

0.125A

0.158A

Input & Frequency

220~240V 50/60 Hz

U-Out

400V

Weight

60gm

To power
supply

Patented
4 cables with each pair being
connected to each lamp holder

Installing saveOneTM ballast to Straight Fluorescent Lamp

A.C. 220~230VAC
Power Supply

saveOneTM
Electronic Ballast

(White Cables to B)

(Gray Cables to A)

Fluorescent Lamp

(A)

(B)

Installing saveOneTM ballast to PLL Fluorescent Lamp

TM

A.C. 220~230VAC
Power Supply

saveOne
Electronic Ballast

PLL Lamp
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